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20 Septenber 1972 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, Nestern Hemisphere Division - 

SUNJECT =: Termination of Project KDAEGHAN 

1. Project SDAFGHAN, approved for FY 72 and FY 73 in the 
amount off covered Nexico City Station's 

observation post targetted ayainst the Cuban imbassy and . 

Consulate in Mexico. OP operators KDAFGIIAN=1 and his depen- 

dent mother KOAFGHAN-2, Cuban exiles resident in Mexico since 

1960, wore the only human assets in the project, > 

(2, Asia result of the JMYAK damage assessment and other 

security considerations it was decided that the project should 

be terminatod and the agents resettled in another country. 

DIRECTOR 285255 amended the project for FY 72 to a total of | 

$20,950 to provide for the termination[ sd of an 

agents. The apents were torminated in August 72 and are now 

ine ae “- DIRECTOR 300167 concurred in 

terminating the project as of 31 August 72, 

3. ‘In view of the developments in paragraph 2, above, ὔ 

WH/PI recommends approval of this termination request. 

CTR Et 
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25 August 1972 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, Western Hemisphere Division. _ SUBJECT =: Project KDAFGHAN Termination 
L.A request for termination action is contained in 

paragraph four, herein. 
' ‘ 

‘ 

“surveillance of the Cuban Embassy and Consulate in Mexico ,City, 
The objectives of the Project are to furnish photographic 'coy- 

installation, and to ἔμ] ΕΣ] various requirements in support 
of other Station Cuban. operations, The KDAFGHAN Project en- 
Compasses two assets,. KDAFGHAN-1 and KDAFGHAN- 2, who have: been 
ASSoCiated with the project since 1962, 

orders Prepared on badly wanted fugitives in the U.S.), itcis 
of little Value, as presently constituted, to Mexico City |. 
Station. There are other means of obtaining Photographs of 

; 4. In early 1972 the Station mounted a thorough CI review 
of all Cuban Operations in an attempt to improve their overall 
security, Although KDAFGHAN-1. passed the SGSWIRL with no 
apparent deception, his Cuban exile Status, the long period: 
of time he has been operating his ΟΡ Site in close proximity 

‘to the Cuban. Exbassy, and the potential (perhaps imnediate) | 
- danger. presented by his and KDAFGHAN-2's Cuban relatives made 

E 2 IMPDET CL BY 055272 WN-SISM 
~ SECRET ὩΣ. 
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ΝΞ it clear that the agents should be terminated. [pn view lof the 
“aforementioned, as well’ as security considerations in the JMYAK 
‘Case, ΝῊ] requests: approval t i i j tive 31 July 1972, In- order to 30 τ. cermination commitments, 
Project KDAFGHAN was amended on 30: June 1972 by DIRECTOR: 285255 
in the amount of $9,000, increasing the project's authorization 
from $11,950. to°$20 950° for FY 1972, KDAFGHAN- 1 and KDAFGHAN-~ 2 
were terminated on ἢ August 1972, There were no Security inci- 
dents during the termination, ὁ. Bae? ἢ 
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or KDAFGHAN - Mexico City, Mexico - FI/CI Support Project 
ah - ‘Targetted Avainst the Cuban Embausy in! Vexica City, 

Purpose 

KDAFGHAN is a support projgéct which provides the Mexico 
City Station with fixed photographic and physical surveillance 

' of the Cuban Embassy and Consulate in Mexico City. The 
objectives of the project are to furnish photographic coverage 
of the Cuban installation during daylight hours; to’ assist ‘ 
the Station in compiling dossiers on officials of the 
installation and to fulfill various requirements iin support 
of other Station Cuban operations, 

Description . ᾿ ; 

The KDAFGHAN Project continues to encompass ‘two assets, 
ες KDAFGHAN-1 and KDAFGHAN-2, who have been associated with the 
-' project since 1962, Both agents continue to furnish information 

“on a timely basis on the personalities and activities of the 
Cuban target. A description of the individual assets is set 

; forth below: ; ᾿ | 

. &. KDAFGHAN-1 (201-288248): <A Cuban lawyer in exile in 
Mexico who left Cuba in 1960, He has-been the principal 
agént of the KDAFGHAN Project since 1962, KDAFGHAN-~1's 
cover is that of a translator and would-be writer! Family 
‘holdings from his deceased father also provide financial 
backstopping. All photographic coverage of the main Embassy 
gate through final printing and mounting is processed by ὶ 
KDAFGHAN-~1, ὶ ey Ps 

᾿ Ὁ. KDAFGHAN-2 (201-305604): KDAFGHAN-2 is the mother of 
KDAFGHAN-1. Her cover is that of a dependent mother, KDAFGHAN-2 

: acts as KDAFGHAN-1's assistant and fill-in whenever he is away 
i from the basehouse. 
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SEES. ΡΟ 
Changes 

ὶ "ΝΣ αν ἡ 
: Ὁ Δ} ὑπ The only major change during the project rear was the . installation of ἽΝ monitor/robot camera combination ‘during October 1970, the month designated as "Cuban month." | Thig | added coverage contributed to the compilation of target “studies on Several Cuban officials, Paes studies will be used as a starting point for future operations, namely’ the ' recruitment/defection of these officials, ; ᾿ ᾿ 

: 4 
mle Accomplishnents Sonnet oO ES 

ἕ ι1 ἃς The main value of the production of the KDAFGHAN Project has been in establisning the pattern of various Cuban Embassy employees, The monitoring hag algo revealed which automobiles the varioug employees usually drive, Photographic coverage of the visitors to the mnin gate of the Cuban Embassy and logs of the movement of Cuban Embassy personne} have Proved very useful in ‘identifying new Cuban PCS employees in Mexico, Normally the Station has been able to match movements of new and old eaployees during. the initial Period when duties and contacts were being turned over to the new employees and so identify their duties. KDAFGHAN has Provided current Photographs of TDY and transiting Cuban uffictals and Headquarters! hag : : often provided positive identifications of these persons, Norberto Hernandez, a DGI headquarters of ficer visiting Mexico, wag identified in this way. : ef 
_ 2, The Station utilizes KDAFGHAN Photographic coverage and logs to verify the visits of Station assets to the Cuban Embassy, 

3. KDAFGHAN also provides coverage of what appears to be American visitors to the Cuban Embassy main gate. In the case of Americans who arrive in automobiles bearing U.S, license Plates, the license plate number, car description, and sterile copics of photographs are Biven to the FBI for identification, A Significant result of the KDAFGRAN operation included a photographic of a Specific tndividual ~ an old FBI target - who had been seen visiting the Cuban installation, 
4, KDAFGHAN also Provided useful coverage for the ' KDACOUSTIC..3 operation, an operation aimed at the recruitment or defection of a DGI officer, This coverage enabled the “Station to determine KDACOUSTIC-3's movements, an inportant factor in timing the calls and visits of our access agents, This use of the. operation should prove extremely Vaiuable during the coming year since a more aggressive reeruitment frogram against the Cuban target is planned, ; 

“OECRET 
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Problems and Security 5: μ΄ 

ἩΚΟΛΕΟΘΗΛΝ-. when FAHLANGER is not available, Both Case Officers “are known tothe 
in a‘safehouse.” During February 1971 the sSafchouse was . changed: in compliance with normal operational security, | | Meetings are Benerally héld once a week, More frequent | 

reported, “Neither were there any security problems encountered during the period. . Gerald D, FAHLANGER continues to be the 

No agent :control or operational problems have been | 

τ Case Officer and handler of KDAFGHAN-1, FAHLANGER has met ‘and could continue-to meet KDAFGHAN-~2 in an emergency, The Alternate Case Officer is Terence D. SISTONE who neets 

he assets in alias, and both mect KDAFGHAN-1 

contact can be made by telephone, ἴῃ an emergency, anyone can call KDAFGHAN-1 at his home. and Say they are a friend: of "Pepe Simon," KDAFGHAN-1 will reply "I haven't seen him | since last Christmas," KDAFGHAN-] speaks English, 

Coordination; 
| 

The Ambassador is aware of our efforts against the | Cuban target in general. He has not been specifically briefed - on this operation, os : 

Future Plans: Se alae, 

Ι The Station is constantly examining the possibility of an audio installation at the main gate of the Cuban Embassy, A successful audio device would Serve, in most cases, to Σ identify the tndividuals who are photographed by KDA FGHAN~1 Since they normally identify themselves to the gute house attendant. There are a few Station assets who have occasional access to the gate house, and it is conceivable that one of them could place a quick plant device, provided Security conditions are favorable, The Station currently has under. consideration a recruitment effort against a lower level | employee of thé Cuban Embassy who would be of tremendous help in such an operation, : 

Costs: 

1, General: This renewal request is for FY 1972 ‘in the amount off | and FY 1973 in the amount of 

2, Source of Funds: Project KDAFGHAN is included in the Western Hemis here Division's erating Program in the | 
amount of for FY 1972 and for FY 1973, | ᾿ 

Ὁ ‘The additional Funds required are c absorbed from within 
the WH Division allocation, 

δ Rees 
ὩΣ othe : 



. : i. | . . 3.) Project Budget: The following is a cost breakdown for the preceding, current, and next fiscal years; : 

‘ 
ae 
᾿ 
, 

*Increases reflect the "cost-of-living" Sranted effective 1 January 1071. : ες οἱ τ 
ῃ 

a oS ᾿ Ἢ - ᾿ . : ἱ 4. Foreign Currency: There are no special requirements: for foreign currency. : ay 

3. Commitments: Upon termination, the agents will be paid a termination bonus not to exceed three month's salary, 

6. Funding: | Case officers pay the assets. directly. The ‘funds are’ accounted for with end receipts obtained from the assets, - KDAFGHAN~-1 has Sufficient private income to cover the JKLANCE ‘funds he receives, | oa Pot . | 
| a : . | . 

7. Accountability: All funds are accounted for by receipts and/or certifications as required by Agency regulations, at Pot : ; 

Annexes: ! 

\ 
None, 

1 
1 
ι 
͵ 
! 

1 
! 
| 
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LIONION - Mexico City, Mexico Ὁ FI/CY Support Project 
Targettcd Against the Cuban Embassy in Mexico 

‘City. FY 1971 Cost : 

Purpose; 

The LIONION Project provides the Mexico City Station 
with Lixed, selective photographic and physical surveillance 

ΟΥ̓ the Cuban Embassy and Cuban Consulate in Mexico Citv. It 

is designed to provide information in support of Priority A, 

paragraphs 2 and 4 of the current Operating Directive, that 

is, the Cuban target present in-Mexico and the support 

‘yendered by Cubans in Mexico to exile and other leftist 
groups in Mexico. 

Description: i 

1. The LIONION Project currently encompasses two agents, 

LIONION/1 and LIONION/2, a-basehouse directly across from the 

Cuban compound, and a safechouso for meetings with Station Case 

Officers, The two agents furnish photographic coverage during 

daylight hours of the main entrance to the Cuban Embassy. In 

addition, on ἃ spot basis, photographic coverage ‘and visual 

surveillance of the Cuban Consulate entrance is possible. The 

agents also act as dispatchers for the unilateral LIEMBRACE 

surveillance team when the LIFMBRACE team is being; used 

against Cuban target individuals. A description of the 

individual assets is set forth below. 

2. LIONION/1 .(201-288248): <A Cuban lawyer in exile in 

Mexico who left ‘Cuba in 1960. He has been the principal agent 

of the LIONION Project since 1962. LIONION/1's cover is that 

of a translator and would-be writer. Family holdings in 



“assistant and 

usually drove. 

-Z- 

‘Tampa, Florida, inherited from bis deceased father also’ 
“wprovide financial backstopping. LIONION/1 received. his 

immigrado” (permanent immigrant) status in 1965 and. now 
-yhas.a good deal of immunity from harassment from Mexican 
“immigration authorities, 

‘main Embassy gate through final printing, cropping, and Ὡς “mounting “is processed by LIONION/I. LIONION/1L and LIONION/2 
“maintaii a log which indicates when a photograph was taken, 

All photographic coverage of the 

and pertinent. identifying data, License numbers of cars’ 
"used by! various Cuban Embassy personnel are recorded as woll 
as license numbers of cars of unidentified persons visiting 
the Cuban Embassy. | ὶ 

3. LIONION/2 (201-305604) : Mother of LIONION/L. Her 
cover is that of a-dependent mother. As with LIONION/1, she 
has "immigrado" status and has heen associated with the 
LIOQNION Project since 1962, LIONION/2 acts as LIONION/1's 

fill-in whenever he is away from tho LIONION 
basehouse, . 

Changes: 

During the project year, the pulse camera coverage of 
‘the Cuban Consulate entrance was discontinued, Little or no 
use was’ being made of the product from this camera. One 
reason for limited use was that there was no real way to 
readily fix tho time--or the day-- a particular photo was 
taken. There were no other significant changes in the 
project during FY 1970. 

Accomplishments: 

-l. The LIONION production for FY 1970 consisted almost 
entirely of photographic coverage of visitors to the Cuban 
Enbassy main entrance and of logs of the movement of Cuban 
Embassy personnel and visitors. This proved very useful in 
identifying new Cuban Embassy PCS cmployces in Mexico. The 
monitoring also revealed which cars the various employees 

2. LIONION also tock photographs of what appeared to. ~ 
be American visitors to the Cuban Embassy front gate. Jn 
the case of Americans -who arrived in automobiles bearing 
U.S. license. plates, the license plate numbers, car 
descriptions, and sterile copies of photographs were given 
.to LNERGO for identification. | 
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ον 3. The Station alse used the LIONION photographic 
‘coverage and log. to. check on tho reports of Mexican and 
other JKLANCE. assets who claimed to have visited the Cuban ~bmbassy, In the case’ of. some assets, LIONION/1 was given 
wv photograph of the. agent and told to be particularly alert 
wt cortain times of certain days to confirm the agent's ; ἀν and exit, This proved particularly useful in checking 
AVDIME/L's story of contact with the Cubans. It also con- 
firmod LIRELIC/1's visit to the Cuban Embassy at an early 
Stage in Station recontact with LIRELIC/1. 

Probloms : 

i. No agent control or operational problems have been 
reported, Noither were there any security problems 
encountored during the period, LIONION/1 was met in a 
Safvhouse on an average of once por week by Andrew E. 
PELLEMENT, in alias, — Following PELLEMENT's departure in 
Tate May, Gerald.D, FAHLANGER took over the responsibility 
tor thy LIONION Project. FAHLANGER, in alias, siects LIONION/1 
approximately once per week. In January 1970, the Station 
had LIONION/1 change the safehouse used for meotings with 

‘Station officers, He.signed a one~year lease on the new 
apartmont, dn alias. LIONION/1 uses the apartment on weekends 
and ovonings to lend credence to the cover Story he used in 
ronting; d.e., that he lives out-of-town and maintains this 
small upartment in Mexico City for use during his frequent 
visits, 

2. Station visits to the LIONION baschouse were limited 
to throw during the reporting period. These were made during 
non-daylight.hours. LIONION/1 picked up the Station officer 
away from the LIONION basehouse area and drove the officer 
to the baséhouse in LIONION/1L's own car. The baschouSe hag 
a driveway off the street entrance-way which facilitates . 
entry during non-daylight hours, 

J J. . During the Project Year, the pulse camcra and the 
electronic equipment used with the LISAMPAN operations were 
removed from the baschouse, thus reducing the amount of 
compromising cquipment in the basehouse. 
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Wer 

. Coordination: 

Gag We Saf 2% ' +. The Ambassador is aware of our efforts sicaltaee the 
-. Cuban target in general. He has not been ‘Specifically 

briefed on this operation, | ag 

Future Plans: 

“ Ῥο͵ Te: Station is re-examining the various points of 
viow which the LIONION basehouse provides of the Cuban 
Embassy complex in order to determine what steps can be 
taken to improve tho usefulness of the LIONION product. 
For instance, from tho window in the room where the pulse 

εὖ Camera, proviously was installed, an excellent view can be 
"Πα ΟΥ̓ the: Cuban Embassy garden and the walkways between 

the three Cuban Embassy buildings--as well as the Consulate, 
‘The’ Station plans’-to have LIONION/L, on a spot-check basis, 
observe tho garden area, In -this way, the Station hopes to 
update its information onthe location of the various 
otficers' offices, the general pattorn of movement and 
activity, etc, This.area will also be observed during the 
night to seo if it can be determined which areas are being 
used for living quarters ov ‘oftices. 

ὩΣ : ἢ. Τὰ is Aisoplianned 66 ἀδδυθα, ὙΤΟΝΤΟΝΖΙΕ ability 
to observe and draw appropriate conclusions from his obser- . at 
vations, and to write these up for the Station, ' 

3. Depending on the need for Consulate coverage, the 
installation of closed circuit-TV coverage of the Consulate 
entrance 15 boing considered, : ; 

4. The Station is being queried as to HOREEE GHEY contact 
arrangements with LIONION/1. oe 

Costs: ‘ 

: General: This renewal request is for the period 

“1 July 1970 through 90 June 1971. (FY 1971), in the amount | ; 
of | | : qos: : ᾿ -- δ δὴ ' 

2. Source of Funds: Project LIONION is included in’ : 
the Western HemiSphere Division's Fy 1971 Ces r ore Program : 
in the amount of ’ 

: ᾿ t 



3. Project Budget: The following is a cost breakdown 

for.the preceding, current and nest fiscal years: , 

4. Foreign Currency: There is no need for foreign 

currency which the Station cannot provide. There are no 

non-JKLANCE funds involved in this project. 

5. Commitments: LIONION/Y and LIONION/2 receive, in 

addition to their regular salary, the equivalent of one 

month's salary as a Christmas bonus. LIONION/1 is reimbursed 

for operational expenses related to the project. In the 

event of termination, each agent will roceive thirty days 

actual notice. i 

86. Funding: All funds are passed by the case officers 

during the safchouso meetings with LIONION/1 who receipts for 

‘the funds on the spot. . The amount of funds used under this 

‘project are not enough to arouse the suspicion of LIONION/1 ; 

-by the. authorities should he be apprehended. He has suf- 

ficient private income to cover the JKLANCE funds he receives. 

7. Accounting: “ALL funds are accounted and certified 

for in accordance with JKLANCE regulations. 2 

8. Annexes: None. 
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-16 June 1969 

. MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, Western Hemisphere Division 

SUBJECT : LIONION Project Renewal Request 

1. Approval is requested of the LIONION Project for the 

poriod 1 July 1989 through 30 June 1970 (FY 1970): fo 

Funds are available. 
ot τὴν 

2. Project LIONION is a support project which’ provides 

the Nexico City Station with fixed photographic and physical 

surveillance of the Cuban Embassy and Consulate in Mexico City. 

The surveillance is conducted by two indigenous agents located 

in ἃ basehouse directly across from the Cuban compound, At 

times the principal agent αὐϑὸ acts as a dispatcher for the 

LIEMBRACE surveillance team. Information is radioed to the. 

team concerning the departure of Cuban officials, thus allowing 

the team to remain a more discreet distance from the target. 

i 3. As reflected in the attached Project Renewal, an. 

audio device planted in the gatehouse of the compound could 

be monitored at the LIONION basehouse, aiding greatly in 

identifying visitors. Since the time the Station submitted 

‘the renewal, however, this device ceased to function along 

with the rest of the LISAMPAN devices. This’ installation 

was monitored through carrier current from the LISAMPAN/ 

_ LISASHU baschouse, also situated in front of the compound. 

Since the connection between the two basehouses was by carrier 

current only, and since the agents in each basehouse are un- 

aware of the other's activity, a possible compromise of the 

LISAMPAN/LISASH activity Should not affect LIONION security. 

; 4. Although the LIONION. Project does not produce dis- 

seminable positive intelligence, it is considered by the 

Station as essential to its Cuban operations. The 4.100 or 

ες more selective individual photographs produced annually, 

Le 
SegneT. ὁ 



arts waka, 

ee ak ~, Couplod with the visiial observations, were effectivo in oe providing timely operational Information. In addition, over τ : ,8,000.foet of pulse camera film is produced annually, recording “othe image of ‘each visitor to the Consulate. The years of ; -y @xperience of the Principal agent have given him intimate ; knowledgo of tho target personalities. He often brings mattors tothe immediate attention of the Station without having been levied the specific requirement to do so. As a result, the Station ts aided greatly in keeping abreast of the day to \ day activities of the Cuban compound, ol 

ΤΩΝ 

ΤᾺΝ 5. In recent months, the LIONION Project was useful to the Station in checking out statements made by ESMARROW-1, ! 
6. In March 1969, the Project provided photos-of three | U.S. citizens who visited the Cuban Embassy and were suspected of being draft dodgers. The Photos were passed to the FBI within three hours of the request for information, 

7. Other than the loss of the audio device in gatchouse, there have been no changes. The operation continues to run smoothly, 
ν 

8. Approval is recomncnded. 

Acting Chicf, WH/1 
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LIONION Project Renewal for Fy 1970 ᾿ : eta 

Action Required: Renewal of Project 

δ 

τς Reference : HMMW-17154, 11 April 1969 

1. ~ Attached is the Station's ‘renewal request for Project LIONION, The Project should be submitted tor renewal for the period 1 July 1969 through 30 June 1970 for a total of 

2. -Information concerning the performance of LIONION-1 and the project Operations during. the second and third quarters of FY 1969 has been elaborated, dnd a Separate LIONION Progress Report for this period will not be prepared, The Station will Submit a regular progress report to cover the period 1 April 

‘Wy hls 
through 30 June 1969 in July 1969, 

* Willard C, CURTIS 
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LIONION PROJECT RENEWAL ae : 

Ae Objectives 

1. - Project LIONION, 9 long-term nupport project designed to 
providé fixed photographic, technical, and physical surveillance 
of the ΡΒ ΣΙ Embeesy and Conenlate in Mexicu City, haus the 
following specific objectives: 

a. To furnish photographic coverago during daylight 
houre of the main entrances to the target inctallation. . 

b. fo operate as a listening post in support of - 
technical operations agninst this target to conplement the 
photogrephic coverage. ἱ 

' τος To radio dispatch physical surveillance teans 
against persons aseoclated with the target. 

Ἱ ἢ, To asaiat the Station in compiling information for 
individual dossiers on officials of the target installation. 

e. To fulfill various requirements in support of other 
Station PRRUMEN operations. 

ὃ, The nbove-cited objectives are in agreement with the. 
over-all objectives of Station Mexico City. 

Be Changes 

Oliver Ὁ, CIVOCH assumed administrative and operational 
responsibility for Project LICNION in December 1967 and 

Ν : _. continued this responsibility until his departure in December 
’ 1668. Pending arrival of CIMOCH's revlacement, the Project was 

handled by Station Officer Gerald D. FAINTANGEX and Station WOACRE 
representative, Walter W. COhMBURY. On 28 February 1969, LIONLOK~1 

' was introduced to Andrew E. PELLEMENT, who assumed Project ᾧ 
“responsibility effective that date, ‘ ᾿ . 

C. Intelligence Production 

As an onerational suprort project, Project LIOrIOn does not 
produce dissemirabtle positive. intelligence. Quantitatively, 
during. CY 1968, the Project provided over 4,000 selective individual 
photographs of persons and/or vehicles entering the target 
instellation and over 8,000. feet of pulse camera film. There hes 

SEG BET 
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᾿ been no formal audio product fr¢ém Project, LICKION since’ July: : 
‘1968 when:the transcription of the -LISAMPAN/DQ: traffic was 

ες terminated. As reported extensively in HNHA. 36553, 19: 
Februery 1969, the Station has teen unable to activate LISAIPAN/ 

/ 2 AKER since 16 January 1969, A qualitative analysis of the 
“LIONION “product is discussed ‘in paragraph Ὁ below. The Station 
ig unable to evaluate the worth of the pulse cetera operation 

“gince’ the bulk film, undeveloped, is pouched directly to 
Headquarters. The. cdst:of this portion of the operation is 

. minimal, however, since it is limited to the cost of the film. 
and development at Headquarters. The camera works autovatically. - 

. and requires only minimal maintenance. 

DP. Effectiveness 

1. Project LIONION is considered by Station Mexico City as 
essential to its PBRUMEN operations, It has consistently proven 

_ highly effective and respons sive to Station reauirezents of both 
‘long and short renge neture. LIONION-1, the Project's orly full 
“time agent, continues to furnish on a timely basis, information 
on the personalities and ectivities of the target personnel. 

_ ZIONION~2 continues to backstop LIONICK-1 and substitute for hin - 
when he is away from his post. .At the age of 70, she is not 
able to man the LIOFICN base full time, and her sight is 
failing. She is atle to plosoR teh visitors, however, and live 
monitor the LIS ANPAN/BOG traffic. LIONION-2's role as a 
backstop to LIONTOK-1 insures continuous coverage of the target 
during daylight hours, five days a week, LIQEION-l's more than 

'eix years of experience working on the same target continue to 
produce an increasingly complete and accurate identification of 
the start and visitors to LINING. These years of experience have 
developed an agent knowledgeable of WOPIRN operational and 
security requirements who will often bring to the Stetion's 
attention those matters which he feels are of immediatée interest 
without having special requirements levied.vpon him and without 
waiting for the next regularly scheduled meeting with his 
Station contact. He has on numerous occasions notified. the 
Station of the presence of suspect PRRUMEM security types. © He. 
has also frequently passed along operational leads of use’ to 
the Station in other aspects of its PSRKUMEN operations. _ 

2. The addition of LISANPAY;/DOG to the LIONION besenouse 
has noticeably increased LIONION-1's sbility to identify new 

"visitors to the target and at times, determine the nature of 
their business. The LISAMPAN/DOG product was channeled to the 
LIONION bssehouse by carrier current from LISAMPAR/LISASH on 
10 April 1968. Since its primary value is as an aid to LIONION-] 
in identifying LIRING visitors, its product has not teen recorded 

SECRET. oe ἀπο ee AO 
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or Pepnseri wea since July 1968. LIONICN~1l Live monitors the 
treffic from his basechouse. LISA! PAN-1 whe mans the LISASH — 
base has been told nothing of the LIGHION base and LIONIOK-1 

-weas offered no explanation concerning the manner in which 

LISAMPAN/DOG. production is channeled to him. Thus a possible 
comoromise of the LISASI! basehouse, linked directly to LIRIKG, 
would not compromise the LIChigk basehouse which has no direct 
link with the target. 

3. Project LION1ON was of direct fh tae to the Station 
‘on: two separate occasions in recent monthss 

“ca, As a Henne of informetion received on a priority 
vasis (the same day'as requested) from LIFONION-1, the 
Station was able to verify certain statements made by 
SSMARRON=1 concerning, the locetion of LINING officials at 
specific times. LIONIOK-1 reported the times at which 
these officials ceme in and out of tne LINING compound and 
provided a description of the clothes they were weering at 
the time, DLIGNION~l's information raised the possibility 
that ESMAFROW-~1 might at least nave been corfused in his ae 

reporting of the tines at which he met LIPING personnel, 
etc. 

Ὦ, In March 1969, ΤΙ ΤΟ] “Δ was able to provide 
pictures of three IOLADY males, who, although unidentified, 
fitted the general description and time frame furnished by 
LNERGO. The latter suspected that two or three VOLADY τ 
draft dodgers might visit LIRING to ΒΥΤΌΠΕΒ trevel. to 

-PBRUMEN. The Station was able to furnish LNERCGO witn 
pictures of the three together with a report of their 

. arrival and departure from LIRING within three hours of 
dig request for information. Additionui information was 

promptly forwarded to ILNERCO as it tecame available from 

LIQNTOve1. 

4. During the past year, ΤΊΟΝ ΤΟΣ ἃ acted as a diapatcher 
for the LIS!RACE surveillence team on a number of occasions. 
By utilizing. his vanteze point in the area of the target, ne is 
able to redio information to the LIEMERACE teau on the arrival 
end deperture of LINING officials thus allowing the team to 
regain at αὶ distsrnce from the target unseen ty possible, counter-~_ 
surveillence from the target. The Station plens to use, LION ION~1 
in this role tere ea daobada ad in the coming yeer wherever : 
surveillance of LININ: personnel entails the team's presence 
rear the LiRING compound. Such utilization of LICkIGN=-1 should 
lessen the risk of exposure of the team to the PHRUID. IS. 
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5, ΠῸΝΤῸΝ Δ. himself, continues ‘to provide the consistently 

high level of productivity that has characterized his work in 

“past years. As 'merticned above his response to priority require- 

Bents continues. to te cost gratifying. He is prodpt in 

2 cgubmitting both operational end administrative reports to the 

Station. He is ready, at 8 moments notice, to change personal 

plans when a need for his services arises. After five years 

without a substentiel vacation, Liuricn-l plans a three week 

trip from'4 - 25-Hay, to Evrope (Itsly, Greece, France) and the 

ULS.A. He originally requested five weeks to take this trip 

_ for which he has long ssved his Coney, but cuite willingly 

‘shortened the trip to thee weeks at the Ststion'ts request and 

added that he woul? postpone the entire trip if the Station 

‘thought his services were more needed at home. In order to 

help defray the cost of making & second trip to Surope to 

complete his original itinerary, the Station will give ΨΙΌΝΤΟΝ 

-a gift of $250 on 1 hay 1969 and will tell him that consideration 

will be given in 1970 to providing ean equal amount, but no 
ee ot ad 

~“e-m τ ΤΠ dagision can be made on that second gift until aid-1970. 

Ἐν Problems 

1, DISAVPAN/BAnE2: As renorted in HeMcA 36553, 19 February Uf SAEs 
1969, LISARPAN/BAKER was turned off for security reasons on 

16 January 1969 at 1325 hours. All sutsequen* attempts to 

-reactivale it heve teen unsuccessful. Headquarters was rectuested 

to review all available Station information on this to decide 

whether BAKER'sa abrupt end was the result of a compromise or 

whether it was somehow connected with the installation of 

TRLEX equipment at LINING. 

. 2, LISALPAN/TOG: The LISAMPAN/DOG/LE TEAS installation is 

generally working well. There have been nucerous occasions when 

due to unknown circumstances the audio reception has either been 

bad or non-existent, Valter W. CONKEURY and FESLELENT visited 

the LIS AKPAN/LISASE tasehouse and round no sredlem with the 

monitoring equipment there. The trouble mey have resided with 

the central office of the LTRISK company ané was probably not 

the result of technical counter-surveillance of LIRING. As of 

3 April 1969, LISAKFAN/DOG was working prorerly and 
automatically.. 

3. There have been no significant personn el, 

‘corale or edministretive problems since the last 
security, 
roject renewal. τ 

a 

F. Liaison 

‘Not agpliceble to Project ΨΤΙΤΟΊΣΟΣ, 
᾿ ὦ ; Ξ ἢ ΑΝ {ει ΠῚ ΤΥ δ RASS 
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Ge Interagency Coordination 

"Hot applicable to Project LIOKICN. 

H. Plans — 

i. The Station plans to continue to exploit LIOMId@-1's 

experieree, treining and location to provide the photographic 

and technical coverage cited above. In addition, the Station 

will continue to make use of LiOKION-1 as a dispatcher in 
surveillancesg of LIRING personnel, ; ᾿ 

2. In order to check the LISAMPAN/DOG take for items of 
possible value to other Station operations, LICAMPAN/1 will be 

inotructed to record the DOG traffic for the three week period 

while LICNION-l is on vacation. ‘These tapes will be given to 

Richard C. EABGUSH for an analysis of their operational worth 

and technical quality. HADOUSH will transcribe them if the 

contents worrant. - 

I. Costs 

i. For the past project year, 1 January 1968 through 

30 June 1969 ts estimated that the total project cost will 

be about It is approved for 

2. For the renewal period of 1 July 1969 through 

30 June 1970, it is requested that £11,894 be epproved. 
Estimated figures for FY 1971 are provided below together with 

the brenkdown for FY's 19659 and 1970. The major addition to 

the FY 1571 figures is a possible raise for LIONTON-1 and 

LUTONION-2. These figures ere broken down as follovn: 

SECRET ἢ 
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3. <A detailed accownting was prepared eseh month by ὩΙΟΝΊΟΝ ἃ 
covering expenses chargeable to his revolving Nind. 186. accounting 
has been most satisfactory in all respects, and such accountings 
will te continued during the ensuing project yeer. 
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Ομ οἵ οἵ Station, Mexico city 

: Chief of Station JMWAVE 
τοῦτον Procens Ing and Exploitation of PROTORTUBITE Co" 

by the AMOT Organization. : 
ACTION REQUERED BILE ΜΕ 8 F ἣ 

ἣν Action Required: FYI 

Reference: -KMMA-33€41, 17 January 1968 

1, The following comments are for the information and assistance 
of those officers who are in the process of worerninine the future 
of the LIONION operation: 

a. The AMOTs have received and reviewed a number of the 
: prints from the LIONION operation and report that it 

is a rane ΞΟΟΠΡΌΠΙΣ ΠΕ and largoly unproductive effort. 

b, The preted results of such a review, i.e., the 
‘identification of the greatest number of visitors to 

LIRING, can he realized best through the widest cir- 
‘culation of the prints among the AMOT staffers, con- 
tacts, and informants. This-practice would result 
in wide knowledge of the existence of the operation,» 

and in the expenditure of many-.man-hours which, it 
appears, could be more productively spent in other 
pursuits. 

-¢. The AMOT organization currently does not have either 
the qualified personnel or available space and equip- . 
ment to process the film as suggested in paragraph 

three of reference, Until they move into new quarters, 
un; hopefully! mid-1968, the single AMOT photographer 
will be working in very tight quarters. ᾿ 

2. τί “would appear from JMWAVE's experience with AMOT exploitation 

of the LIONION operation, that further activity in this connection 
at JMWAVE would be ἈΝΑ ΤΑΠΈΘα: 

de {ter αἷς ΓΙ bed eto 
7dames N, AHAMANOS 

Distribution: . ἐπ ee ; : 
62: ‘a C/WHD ὑπ Ν ὧν τὰ 4 DATE TYPLD CATE CSPATOHED 

2 σοβμοχιοό City ᾿ ἐὰν τῆς AS τι Geel ng 12 Feb 1968.-Ὁ 0ὉὉ0ῦΘ0ὃΟὥὨῺὩἈ0 
2 = WH/COG © fet a a ey eee nh seein a pees aes 
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ieee Chief, Western, Hemisphere Division _ cee | CL meat taco 
wa 

Ὁ LIONION Renewal of Project __ cee ee ee, eee ee ΠῚ] Mount a Re 

Réference:  EBIMA Ws sates, 5. December 1967 ᾿ τ 

| Project ee has been renewed 168 the period of 

1 January 1968! through 80 June 1969 for the sum of $16,632, 

This figure includes. 85. 374 for FY 68 and $11, 258 for FY 69, 

5 
1 

Ronald ἃ. PERRODIN 

| 
| 

vj 

ad 
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Distribution: ‘oe 
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Chief, Bestern, a Heataphere. Division ΤΕΥ . τῷ ux 
ae Hanon ros ene and Beplusvatiad! of Tapulse Gamera, _Fila Yoram: ΠΩΣ ΜΝ By ~ AKOT ΠΡ eae ἢ 

Reference: HYMA 33841, 17 January 1968 

Headquarters concurs in the proposal made in 

reference hag: the LIONION impulse camera film be pro- 

_cegged and reviewed by the AMOTS.. 

Ronald L. PERRODIN. 

Distribution: 
Grig. & 1 - Cos, Mexico City 

CS 0} 7 
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REQUEST FOR PROJECT RENEWAL 
. 

' Project LIONION Field Case Officer Cecneduy £ fe ορων σον ye ἡ πιυξο κα υσσουν 
Cornelius ὦ. PEUVION 

Station Mexico City | Chief of Station4 eau ( Lue, ᾿ ᾿ : . Willard ζ΄ CURTIS | 

1 

i 
| | ! Renewal of the LIONION Project is requested for the neriad i 

: 1 January through 31 December 1968 Τοῦ ἃ total of j 
{ : for FY 1968 and fox FY 1969, 
t 
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‘to provide fixed photographic, 
of the PBRUMEN Embassy and Consulate in Mex ico City. 

of target personnel and visitors to the installations, 

agencies, i.e., LNERGO. 

“3 Tae ay 

PROJECT LIONION RENEWAL REQUEST 

A. Objectives: 

1. Project LIONION 45 a long-term. Supnent pragaek designed 

technical, and physical surveillance 
The specific 

objectives are: 

: eae a. “Te ‘furnish photographic coverage during the 
daylight hours of the main entrances to the target 
installations. 

b: To maintain in readiness a listening post to 
support technical operations against.the targets. 

¢. To radio dispatch physical survelllance teams 
against persons associated with the targets. 

dad. To provide for a mechanism which can fulfill 
various miscellaneous PBRUMEN support requirements. 

2. The above-cited objectives are in agreement WARD the over= 
all objectives of Station Mexico City. 

B. Changes: 

In late January 1967 the operational and administrative 
responsibllities for Project LIONION were transferred from Howard A, 

TRECKLER to Cornelius L, PEUVION. No-agent handling, control, or 
administrative problems were encountered during the past year. 

Cc. Intelligence Production: 

As noted in Section A above, Project LIONION is an operational 
support project and does not produce disseminable positive 
intelligence. During the past year this project did provide over 
$000 individual photographs of persons and/or vehicles entering 
or leaving the target installations, as well as approximately 8000 

feet of pulse camera film. Information on the comings and goings 

which 
LIONION-1 provides in daily logs, has been incorporated into Station 
files and on occasion made available to other stations or LNHARP 

LIONION has been particularly useful in 
spotting new employees whose photos . are then passed to LITAMIL-7 
for identification. 
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D. Effectiveness: 

; 1. Project ‘LIONION is considered by the Station to be highly effective and essential. In addition to providing the valuable photographic coverage cited above, LIONION-1 continues to provide interesting observations on the personalities and activities of thé personnel working in the targets. LIONION-1 reporting is being incorporated into the recruitment operations targeted against “LIRINGS2 atid LIRING-16,° °° | 

Ἢ early July LIONION-1 obtained and furnished a new safe which is being used for sensitive or lengthly meetings with LIRESORT-1 as well as LIONION-L. The safe site has been Stocked with a sufficient supply of food so as to allow two persons to live there for at least three days in the event the Station éver needs a cooling-off site for an agent or defector. 

De 2. 
"apartment 

: 3. Throughout the past project year —LIONION-1 continued to function effectively as the radio dispatcher for the LIEMBRACE Surveillance Team, ‘Much of this effort was expended in estimating the movement/habit pattern of LIRING-2, a prerequisite for his pending recruitment. 

E. Problems: 

1. On 27 June LIONION-1 was hospitalized for emergency Surgery to treat a perforated ulcer. Since LIONION-2's presence was required at the hospital during the operation and also through-~ out the postoperative convalescence period, photographic coverage was suspended until 10 July, 

2. Other. than a temporary postoperative morale Slump on the part of LIONION-1, there have been no significant personnel, _ Security, or administrative problems. Ξ 

F, Liaison: 

Not applicable to Project ἸΌΝΙΟΝ. 

α, Interagency Coordinatior: 

Not applicable to Project LIONION. 

ἢ, Plans: 

1. The Station plans to continue to explott LIONION-1l's experience, training, and location to provide the photographie coverage cited above. In addition, the Station plans to make more ‘extensive use of the operational lox books and personality observations provided by LIONION-1 in support of an intensive physical penetration program, — 
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; 2. During the ensuing period, the Station plang to utilize LIONION-1 and LIONION~2 as Lp operators for a portion of the LISAMPAN technical penetration operation. It is antictpated that 
this additional tank will not be levied on LIONION-1 and LIONION-2 

τ until after 1 January 1968, 

I. Costs: 

1. For the past project year, 1 January through 31 December 19 t is estimated that the to roject cost will be about It is approved for[ f° 
2. For the renewal pert ‘| January through 31 December 

1968, it is requested that be approved. This ls broken down as follows: 

3. Τὶ Should be noted that the Operational loan made to LIONION-2 to enable her to qualify for inmizgrado status in Mexico 
(see Cost Section of previous project renewal request) has been completely repaid. The loan, which was placed in an escrow-type 

‘account, Was Withdrawn in monthly: increments by LIONION-1 and volving fund. A detailed accounting was 

incorporated into his re 

a practice which will be continued 

prepared cach month by LIONION~1, during the ensuing project year,. 

7) 
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J. Technical Annex: 

Project LIONION continues to receive excellent technical .. 
Support from the local WOACRE representative, Walter W.. CORNBURY. 

Κις Other: 

While LIONION-2's failing eyesight precludes her filling in 
for LIONION-1 over any extended period of time, she has continued 
to perform in an excellent manner in support of LIONION-1. ; 
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᾿ Action Required: 800 Be low :.: 

Ἧς: ‘Prior te submitting) the LIONION project for renewal 
“4 January 1968, Headquarters requests the Mexico City station 

' comment on the. desireability of continuing the photography : 
of persons entering and leaving the PBRUMEN Consulate. As — 
the’ station is aware this. film. is no longer reviewed at 

. —JMWAVE: and there are no present plans to resume this practice 
τοὶ --gince in the past’ it proved unproductive and costly. The 
[1 241 has néver been reviewed on a regular basis at Head- 

quarters Ἄδα has been referred to only once for identification 
purposes during the past year. At present the film ag 

_received at Headquarters igs developed (negatives only) and 
1.3 _ placed into storage. 

: 2. Readquarters realizes this coverage is. potentially 
valuable and undoubtedly this film contains photographs of 
assurted revolutionaries and others of CI/FI interest; but 
the value lies in the ability to identify the persons ; 

_ being photographed and until we have this capability - 
and personnel to sort out and follow-up the leads - there seems 

(Continued...) 
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Attached is the Station's renewal request for Project 

LIONION. The Project should be submitted for renewal for 

the period 1 January through 31 December 1968 for a total 

¢ 
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4 January 1967. 

. MEMORANDUM FOR : Chief, WH Division 

"SUBJECT. "hy, τὴς Renewal of Project LIONION 
Fs (Photographic/Technical Coverage 

of Cuban Embassy in Mexico) 

“ACTION REQUIRED: Approuals Requested Paragraphs One 
᾿ and Four 

χ, Approval is requested . to renew Project 
LIONION for the period 1 January through 31 December 

annual pei ape Ls ο΄)  κπμοϊιαϊης 
1 Ξ 3}: FY 196 for or 1958. WH 

Division programmed Loa this activity for 
FY 1967 and funds are ava The Project cost 
has been increased + aT ek the previous year, 
occasioned by a small monthly raise for the Principal 
Agent and a new provision for miscellaneous operational 
expenditures. 

2. Although this two-man Project does not 
produce positive intelligence, it contributes. subs 
stantially and directly to the coverage of the Cuban 
Embassy and Consulate in Mexico, producing photographs 
in bulk of persunnel und visitors as well as intorma- 

- tion on patterns of activity and personal associations, 
εν and supporting recruitment attempts. It is contemplated 

‘that the Project will afford support to the extensive 
technical penetration of the Cuban Embassy (LISAMPAN) 
currently scheduled for installation in mid-January 

. 1967. One of these penetrations is scheduled for the 
Embassy gatehouse where visitors would normally 

. .didentify themselves upon entering. Information from 

“ the gat@holise is to be. transmitted securely to the 
“ LIONION baSehouse as well as to the LISAMPAN listening 
post. By collating this and other LISAMPAN information 

with the photography, it is hoped to be able to identify 
photographically many of the visitors to the Embassy. 

SECRET! 
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; . 3. The. physical Security of the photo-basehousge 
has been improved and ‘the overall security of the 
Project” is considered to be satisfactory. 

da tt will ‘be noted that in February 1966 the Station assisted LIONION-2, a Cuban citizen, to. 
δ᾿ qualify tor Mexican immigrant status with a loan of 

which Was reduced td as of 
31 “December 1966 at a repaynent rate of [_] per ‘month? This. loan is being protected by an appropriate “Mémorandum of Trust. Approval is requested to 
continue this: arrangement until LIONION-2's immigra- 
tion status is settled, estimated to occur by ; 
‘30 November 1967. 
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“Bo changes: 

* LLONION PROJECT RENEWAL 

As Current Objectives: 

There have béen no changes in the δ ξεῖνον of the LIONION Project as 
εἶ oe forth in the renewal neuer of last year, 

‘Howard | Ae TRECKLER hoe seis, the duties of Case Officer for LIONION since 

the departure of Lawrence Ἐς. BARKER. in August 1966, TRECKLER is known to LIONION@1 
and 2 as “Jose or "Joe", TRECKLER” ‘meeta with LIONION@1 at least once each - — 
week and ees LIONION~2 only if he visites the LIONION basehouse, With the 
departure’ of Hugh Το PRANCOTTE (Pp) in August 1966, Walter W, CORNBURY (P) 
assumed. the duties of technical consultane for the project, CORNBURY is known 

to LIONION@1 and 2.88 "Jack"; LIONION@l is being given a pay increase of 

(U.9.) per month effective 1 January 1967, There are no other changes - 
contemplated for the coming year. . 

C. Intelligence Production: 

The intelligence production is the same as that reported in the renewal 
requeat for last year, It is difficult to estimate the intelligence value in 

sumbers of reports as there are so few positive reports made from this type of 
production on the photographic end of the project. Bue this photographic 
coverage ig of inestimable operational intelligence value in coverage of the 

PBRUMEN target. Should the LISAMPAN operation become active, part of LIONION’s ᾿ 
“time will be used in support of that operation, 

D, Effectiveness: 

The Station's eatimate of the value of this project has not changed from 

that expressed in the renewal request of last year. LIONION has further es* 
tablished his importance to the Station's nperational activities by demonstrating 
hie ability co spot surveillance targets at LIRING from only a physical descrip- | 
tion provided by the Case Officer, εξ the planned LISAMPAN activity gets underway, 
LIONION observations and insight into activities of LIRING will be increased 
greatly, 

The apartment angreea by LIONION~1 and obtained by the Station across from 

LIRING. that was mentioned in last year's renewal request is scheduled to be 
utilized in the LISAMPAN operation, The location of LIONION@1 across from the 

target and his background knowledge built up over the years are invaluable assets 

to the Station's coverage of the primary target of the Related Mission Directive. 

I. 

SECRET/KAPOX 
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E, Problems: 

. There were no major problems during the past year. One security problea involved the claimed spotting of some of the photoguphic equipment from the ‘street by David M, WILSTED (Ὁ). A thorough check of the basehouse by LIONION@1 
andthe Case Officer failed to reveal any such equipment a9 being visible frou ἢ the street, However, sdditional security measures were taken by darkening the 

background in:.che .room:béhind: the equipment through hanging of heavier drapes 
on the. window, drapes.on'the wall, and putting up a portable screen behind 
the equipment:.. This algso"serves 88 a security check against the prying eyes ‘of the household servant’ as: LIONION“1 can now open the door fully to the τόσα ; when the servant pages him and she cannot see the equipment, The other problem ‘ . ,is the obtaining of inmigrado-statua for LIONION"2, This involves the depositing “of funds to a bank account and 18 discussed under paragraph I, ; 

F, Liaison: 

There is no liaison involved in the project, 

G, Interagency Coordination; 

Not applicable, 

ἢ, Plans: 

It is planned to have LIONION@1 keep special logs on the activities of 
selected targets in LIRING as he has done over the past year, With the case 

_ officer handling LIONION-1 directly on a weekly basis, it is planned to continue 
“picking his brains for additional details on the LIRING target, ‘Hope fully 
LIONION@1 and 2 will be utilized for assistance in covering the proposed take 

# eee. from the LISAMPAN operation, 

I, Costs: 

For Calendar Year 1966: 

oy Δ. In the period 1 January through 30 June 1966,[————]was expended, 
The projected expenditure for July 1966 through 31 December 1966 is 
This total project year expenditure is approximately unde 
approved by Headquarters, However, this amount is probably due to having 
drawn film and other supplies from overall Station: support without their 
having been charged off againat the Project 

ἐς For the period 1 January 1967 through 31 Decembér 1967 . 

2. : ͵ 
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The total for FY 1967 1s[_ | Approval of thia amount is requested, 
Note that the salary figures include the salary raise for LIONION“1 and the 
usual one month pay Christmas bonus for LIONION@1 and 2, An additional 

: provision. has been made-for miscellaneous operational expenditures as there 
eee be-a recurreiice of ‘same as in the past project year for which no provision 

“was made,’ Provision is being made for charging of funds for supplies to the 
‘LIONION Project which was not done iast year in ocder that more accurate 
.bookkeep ing may be followed. 

In addition, the Scavied haa had to make 4 loan to LIONION“2 for gaining status | 
‘to qualify for inmigrado: status in Mexico, This loan is held in a savings 
‘account in a Mexican bank to prove to the Mexican authorities that .LIONION@2 
can support herself, Funds are withdcawn from this account moathly, sometimes 
with interest, and deposited to a checking account where LIONION@1 withdraws 
the funds and they are applied to the revolving account for financing the 

‘The initial balance-deposited to the accoznt in February 1966 was 
Withdrawals ‘have been made at the rate of per month and 

“a8 Of 30 October 1966, the nt had been reduced by leaving 

' a. balance in the account of which should carry, the account through — 
: ae November - 1967. A separate dispatch follows with the Memorandum of Trust and 

᾿ : fhlecessary details on the account, Approval is requested for continuance of 
this account in order that LIONION-2 may obtain her inmigrado status, 

ὦ. Other; 

ΨΙΟΝΊΟΝ 2 continues to perform in an excellent manner in support of LIONION-1. 

3. 
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as. a technical (primarily photographic) surve 
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A. Current Objectives. The ortginat object ives. of the project have ποῖ 

changed but have been added to inthe last year. The project is functioning well 

tllance operation against the PBRUMEN 

Embassy in Mexico Citys. It te designed tut - 

1. Furnish photographic coverage dur iag daylight hours of the 

two entrances of the carget installation. 

2. Dispatch physical survelilance.teane against persons 

associated with the target. . 

3. Keep in readiness a Ystening post (LP) for the monitoring 

and recording of technical penetrations of the target. 

ὃς Assist the Station in buiiding up individual dossiers on 

offictals of the target installation. 

5, Monitor Station activities involving dLlrect contact with 

the target, and furnish an observation post (op) for 

other Station assets. 

Objectives 4 and 5 ara additions to those objectives set forth in the 

original project outline, 

B. Changes. There have been no changea in personnel and none are contem= 

plated in the coming year. It is being proposed in separate correspondence that’ 

sums of the. work lord now on LIONTON?] be shifted to Headquarters, specifically 

the development of film. 

LIONION-1's pay was increased 40 dollars 4 month effective 15 March 1965. 

The operation has produced thousands of excellent 

red with Headquarters and Station JMWAVE,. Infor- 

arget personnel and visitors to the target 

{installation has been incorporated into xany Station files (primarily personality 

files <* individual dossters). No precise statistics are available on this produc@ 

tion. It has been very heavy. Station JMWAVE shouid perhaps be called upon for an 

independent evaluation of LIONION production it has received . 

Ὁ, Intelligence Production. 

photogrsphs, many of which are .aha 

mation on the comings and goings of t 

D. Effectiveness. The project is considered both highly successful and 

In addition te excellent photographic coverage provided - . 
_ essential by the Station. : 

the Stdtion has found in LIONION-L a first class asset for 
by the LIONION agents, 

other operational duties, The LIONION basehouse was essential to mounting and 

monitoring the LIRHYM: vecruiemenc (and harasswent) operation. C/O Walloce 8, 

ROWTON sat with LIONION-1 for several weeks, observing the movement pattern of 

LIRHYME7L, LIJNION-1 aanned one of three radios used by the Station when LIRHYME 

SECRET /KAPOK 
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was invited to appesc tor confrontation outside the Exbassy. Without the LIONION . base and the expert knowledge of LIONION-1 of target personnel and activities, . auch an opération as LIRRYME could noc have been mounted. [te might be noted that this operation wae By attenrt to satisfy che top priority requirement laid on . ‘SEstion- Mexico” by Hea Quarters, It fa expected that additional aimtlar Operations - will depend to-a large extent on the facilities provided by the LIONION operation. 

fe Another very effective performance by LIONION-1 was his obteining «= by sherp observation and quick, intelligent, secure actian --. an apartment in a ~budiding directly across the etreet’ from the target Embassy, The Station had been seeking an apartment in this building for many yeara, 

Ἐς Problems, The problem of cover for LIONION~1 worked out well during the year to the point where {τ ceased being a problem, By Living hia cover δῷ a trane- lator he was enablatto build in atrong self protection when called upon to do some tranalations fr the office of the President of Mexico, Toward the end of the year, LIONION] received the coveted status of "inmigrado" which confers a preat deal of fomunity frem harragament by Mexican authoritles, ; 

, The only problea now besetting the project is LIONION“L's excessive worl load, Ap indicated ‘above, an attempe ts being made to alleviate this hoad, 

F. Liaison. The operation has no bisldon connection, LIONION“L's connection with the Mexican Presidency is non-operat lonal, ᾿ 

G. Interagency Coordination. Not applicable, 

H. Plans. Ite is planned to make better use of LIONION-L'g observations and operattonal lo; books during the coming year rather than settle for his excellent photographs alone, It has been found that he can often supply valuable additlonel information because of his "feel" for those persons who ace under constant obser- vation from the LIONION bese. LIONION“1 can read significance into activity which might go unnoticed or be misinterpreted by observers with lesa experience, 
LIONION*] will also be called upon for asatatance in future recruitment operations 88 in LIRUYME. Several such operations are being contemplated for calendar 1966, the pevdod for which project is being requested, 

ἃς Costs., 

Ll. For calendar 1965. 
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Allowing for customary year 
agents, the figures for FY 1966 and FY 1967 would b 
respectively, or ἃ total for the calendar year 1966 of| amount ta requested, 

and 

seud bonuses of one month's salary for both 

Approval of this 

J. Qther. LIONION-2, although noc specifically mentioned above perform in a splendid manner aa agsistant to LIONION@1, 
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᾿ ᾿ς _ REFERSNCE: IM@A-27754, 29 November 1965. 

ACTION: FYI — 

|. Project LIOWION vas approved on 22 Jamary 1966 in the anount of | 

Leer the period 1 Jamary 1966 through 31 Decenber 1966. The 

ἢ foregoing anount to broken down into for Piscol Year 1966 and 

lrar Fiscal Year 1967. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, WA Division . 
SUBJECT =: " Renewal of Project LIONION (photographic/ Oe ay! ᾿ technical coverage of Cuban Embassy in Mexico) 

1. Approval is requested to renew Project LIONION for the period 1 Janua ugh ΦῈ December t an annual expendi eae including | δ Ὁ FY and or FY 1967, WS Division Programmed πησίρε τὸ 
e i 

for this activity for FY 126s. Funds are available; Project cost has ‘been increased by over the pre- vious. year, occasioned by a smal? raise for the Principal Agent. 
- 

5 ᾿ 7. 
At 2. The Project: has contributed substantially and directly to coverage of the Cutan Embassy and Consulate in Mexico and is considered highly successful and essential -by Station Mexico City, It has Freduced a large quantity of. excellent photographs of target personnel: and visitors and has. furnished valuable data on their patterns of . activity and personal associations. It has also rendered valuable ‘Support to Station recruitment attempts against Cuban Embassy personnel and maintains an ever ready facility for Support. of any technical penetrations of this target accomplished by other Station activities, The Project has had no security or administrative problems. The Station has sutmitted resular progress reports, 

Ἂ 
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LIONION PROJECT RENEWAL 

A, Current Objectives: This Project is a technical, currently 
_- primarily photographic, surveillance operation against the Cuban’ 
τ Embassy and Consulate ‘in Mexico City. Its original objectives, 

still current, include furnishing photographic coverage during 
daylight hours of the Embassy and Consulate entrances; furnishing 
a control point for. dispatching physical surveillance teams 
against persons associated with the target; and furnishing 
a listening post (LP) in readiness to monitor and record 

- technical audio penetrations of the target. Two new cbjectives 
added during the Project year include assisting Station Mexico 

City to build ‘up individual dossiers on target officials; and 
affording an observation post for Station activities involving 
direct contact with the target. These new objectives are in 
consonance with Priority A, Objective 1 of the current Related 
Mission Directive for Station Mexico City. 

'B. Changes: There have been no changes in personnel and none 
are contemplated during the coming year, Headquarters is 
assuming the task of developing some of the film exposed 
under this Project. LIONION-1's pay was increased [per 
month effective 15 March 1965, : 

ος Intelligence Productions The Project is not designed to 
* produce disseminable information. It produced thousands of 
“excellent photographs during the year which were shared with 
Headquarters and Station JMWAVE. Information on the comings 

and goings of target personnel and visitors to the target have 
been incorporated into many Station files, principally. the 
dossier files. No precise statistics are available, but at 
least 100 exposures are made daily during target working hours, 

’ 

D. Effectiveness: The Project is considered highly successful 
‘and essential by fhe Staton. In addition to the excellent photo~ 
graphic coverage provided, LIONION-1, the Principal Agent, has 
developed into a first-class asset for other operational duties. 
The Project Basehouse was essential to mounting and monitoring 

an the Station's attempt at recruitment and subsequent harassment 
8: ' “ of a sensitive target employee. The Case Officer in charge of 
be the attempt sat with LIONION-~1l for several weeks observing the 

; ‘movement pattern of the target employee. LIONION-~1 manned one 
: ot the radio dispatch posts used to control the physical 

. Surveillance of the target employee while near the Baschouse. 
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_ Without tle. ‘Baschouse and LIONION=1's expert knowledge of the ὁ target personnel and activities, such an operation could not have been mounted: The operation itself. was an attempt to satisfy the top ‘priority requirement lanid-on Station Mexico City cby Headquarters. {τ is expected that future similar. operations ‘Will depend to a large extent on the facilities provided by “this Project. 

Another very effective performance by LIONION-] was his obtaining, by sharp observation and quick, intelligent and secure action, an apartment ina building directly across 
the street from the target. The Station had been seéking 
an apartment in this building for many years, 

Ἐς Problems; The only problem currently besetting the Project is the excessive work load on the Principal Agent. To alleviate this, Headquarters is assuming the task of developing some of 
the film produced by the Project. 

Cover for LIONION-1 has ceased to be a problem. He has 
received his permanent immigrant status and now has a goed deal 
of immunity from harassment from Mexican immigration authorities. He was able to get his translator cover backstopped directly 
cut of the Office of. the President of Mexico and thus has a 
strong protective security factor built into it. 

F, Liaison: The Project has no liaison connection, LIONION-l's 
cover backstop with the Office of the President of Mexico is non= 
operational. ἢ . : : . 

G, Interagency Coordination: Not applicable, 

H. Plans: It is planned to make better use of LIONION-1's 
observations and operational logbooks during the ooming year 
rather than to settle for his excellent photographs alone, 

it has been found that he can often supply valuable additional 
information because of his "feel" for those persons who are 
under constant observation from the Basehouse. He can- read 
Significance into activity which might go unnoticed ov be 
misinterpreted by observers with less experience. He will 

- also be called upon for assistance in future recruitment 
operations similar to. the case mentioned in paragraph D 
above, Several such operations are being contemplated for” 
ealendar year 1966, the period for which the Project renewal 
is being requested, : ; 

I, Costs: For calendar year 1965: 
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“J. Other: LIONION-2, although not specifically mentioried 
iabove, continued to render excellent support as an assistant to 
_LIONION@-1. : : ᾿ 
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εν τὰς Spropeet: LIONION, as submitted in reference, ‘Awe been 
‘approved by Hendguarters for the period 1 January 1965 through 
31 December.1965. The two agents have been redesignated ; 
LIONION~1- (201- 288248) and LIONION-2 (201-305604). 

2. ‘In order to assist Headquarters εὐ αδε δη of the 
LIONION Project, we request that periodic progress reports on 
LIONION include details of CI/CE data furnished, and examples , 
of leads developed from such information, 
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16 February 1965. 

MEMORANDUM FOR: νη είῳ, 

SUBJECT “<> LIONION Project 

eu 

& 1. LIONION is a new Project which is submitted in the amount of $10,478. This is a photographic surveillance opera- tion targetted against the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City. Two “agents are involved; LIONION-1, a young Cuban lawyer: in exile, and LIONION-2, his mother, The agents act as ubservers and photographers. LIONION~1 is also used as a dispatcher for the LIEMBRACE surveillance team, from which he is compartmented, ‘to cover individuals assoclated with this target. These agents “. were previously used in connection with the unilateral tele- phone tap operation against the Cuban Embassy. The current photopraphic operation began in the latter part of 1962, and was previously. funded under Cuban FI funds. The operation has provided valuable data for the identification of Cuban -Embassy personnel and visitors, and on their patterns of action and personal associations. 

2. The security of this operation, particularly the agent's cover for status and the communications arrangements, appear reasonably sound. Both agents know that they are working for AIS, and LIONION-1 was successfully FLUTTERED in October 1963, However, LITAMIL-7 and LITAMIL-9, who are’ penoctrations of ‘the Cuban Embassy, are aware of this 
activity, as they are used to help identify individuals 
photographed, 

3. Approval for the LIONION Project is recommended. 
It is requested that, in order to assist Headquarters! 
evaluation, project reporting include details of CI/CE data 
furnished, 

ve Gr Ps . oe 

GERARD DROLLER ὌΝ 
. C/WH/POA 

and examples of leads developed from such information, 
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